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Senate Minutes
11/03/2020

Call to Order
Roll Call - Rep. Danny Partida not in attendance
Approve Minutes from last meeting - Approved
Old Business
A. Promoting Near Peer App Bill - Sen. Burnside-Evans- (Referencing SUUSA S.B. 003
Bill: Promoting Near Peer App)
B. Division - Abstaining: Sen. Cox, Rep. Reyescordova (Sen. Partida not in attendance)
C. Bill Passes
New Business
A. Baseball Club Funding Request - VP of Finance Sutton - The Baseball Club is
requesting $2,000 from the senate budget of $20,000. The team consists of 20 members
and they travel to games and play against universities in California and Arizona. They
pay their own way for their away games and for the umpires.
1. Rep. Moore - They’re matching the funding? Sutton- They have committed to pay
for: transportation, hotel costs, and travel necessities. This request is for
offsetting the initial league fee.
2. Sen. Matheson - Is this a one-time fee or are they requesting $2,000 each year?
Sutton- They submit a new request each year. It’s not a repetitive payment.
3. Motion to Vote
4. Division - All in favor
B. English 1010 & 2010 APA Specific Courses - Sen. Walton - Proposing to add a few
1010 and 2010 classes that are taught in APA format to help prepare students for future
classes that will require APA format.
1. Rep. Moore - Would it be difficult to have the professors to teach in APA format
when they’re more proficient in MLA? Sen. Walton - Most teachers are already
familiar with APA, but they could consult outside resources if needed.
2. Rep. Hawk - Would it be possible to get Chicago-style included in this? Sen.
Walton - It’s a great idea and if there is a need for it, then yes.
3. Rep. Paz - 1010E is specified for international students who aren’t proficient in
English, would this be included in the proposal? Sen. Walton - Yes, that’s a great
idea.
4. Rep. Oschner - With the addition of the new Psychology doctoral program, this is
a great idea
5. Rep. Hamilton - Would this be in place of general english classes or all english
classes? Sen. Walton - It would be for the required english classes that freshmen
have to take.
6. Sen. LeFevre - Would it be an APA class or would it be the usual content but
taught in APA? Sen. Walton - It would be the usual content, but assignments
would be in APA format.
7. VPofAcademics - Is the Dean of Humanities on board for this idea? Sen. Walton
- She is the one who brought up this idea, so yes she is on board.
8. Motion to Refer to Committee - All in Favor
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